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SHORT TERM
SI

Recommendation

Action Taken

No
1

The department of

Archaeology After identification of heritage places through
should list all monument sites and put subject-wise analysis and land survey of important
in public domain and ask for places the inventories are being prepared as a key
management tool. The documentation of protected
additions/corrections wherein each
monuments spread over in Bengaluru, Mysuru,
monument's description may be made Belagavi Divisions have
been completed. In
in a standard format. Listing of Kalaburagi Division totalling 196 State protected
monuments should be based on monuments have been included in the declared list
historical,
architectural, out of which the documentation of 116 monuments
archaeological and cultural has been completed. The documentation of the
remaining 80 monuments is likely to be completed
significance. A senior officer may be
within two months. .The documentation of
made responsible for inspection of all monuments located in Hampi
& Anegundi in
additions and corrections and Kalaburagi Division has been carried out by the
reporting to Commissioner. This will Hampi World Heritage Management Authority with
ensure that a complete data base of all the grants provided by the department.
monuments of archaeological The documentation of 14 heritage areas viz.,
importance is available with the State Banavasi, Bangalore Urban, Malakheda, Nagavi,
Badami, Lakkundi, Talakadu, Ihole, Halebeedu,
and with the participation of people.
Balligavi, Melukote, Sannati, Belur, Kamatagi has
been completed.

The Archaeological -'' Survey of. India is also
carrying out the documentation of unprotected and
protected monuments in Karnataka so as to prepare
National Registry under National Mission on
Monuments and Antiquities.

The state protected monument list has been put in
Departmental website/Public domain.

2

http://www.

ka

2OP ROTECTE

D%2OMO

rnata kaa rchaeo logv.sov. i n/Fi les/STATE%
NU

M

E

NT%2OLIST%2OU PDATE D. pdf

Classification of monuments and sites

on the lines of ASI (in

The monuments, sites and antiquities are being
order of documented to create a national database through

importance from tourism, economic National Registry under National Mission
and social points of view) may be Monuments and Antiquities which will serve its
done by the department.
realistic purpose.
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2l

)

3

KAD should spell out criteria for Action is being taken for prioritis?tion of
prioritization of conservation and conservation work spread over in Karnataka with
maintenance while drawing annual a limited financial assistance
/action plans.

4

For clearing

of

encroached sites/ Wherever encroachment occurs the eviction of
monuments/ surroundings of encroachment will be done as per the rules with
monuments, KAD should approach the help of District Administration.
the Deputy Commissioner concerned
and with him to work together to
evict encroachments.

5

KAD should explore the feasibility of Action will be taken in this regard.
increasing its revenue through
collection of fees for major
monuments sites and museums with a
very small and token entrance fee of
Rs. 2/- or Rs.S/-.

6

Heritage sites should be got surveyed
and marked to prevent
encroachments.

E/Office letters 20t6-1.7 /
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The survey of 14 heritage areas has been completed-

)t

'\
IONG TERM
Recommendation

SI No
L

Action Taken

The funds earmarked for each and every The department took note of this point and
monument is insufficient as there are many sought a grant of Rs.100.00cores under the
archaeological sites and monuments 13th Finance commission from the
needing restoration. To restore these Government of India. However there is no
monuments KAD may draw a perspective grant under 14th finance commission
action plan for planned maintenance.
forthcoming.
The Department will prepare and furnish
budget proposal for higher grants to the
Government of Karnataka,

Every year the Department is submitting
the Action Plan for seeking grants for

conservation

of

monuments/

annual

maintenance of monuments.

Action has been taken in priority basis to
conserve the monuments under the
available grants.
2

All entry fee collected for a

particular
archaeological site/monument may be kept
as a corpus fund and used to maintain the
site/monument as convergence with funds
of 12tt Finance Commission.

The feasibility

will be looked into.

3

Age of the structure, its special value in Preparation of conservation plan for each
terms of architecture and archaeology and of the state protected monuments
cultural significance, relevance to the including condition mapping overlaid on
history and also tourism, should be given the 2D/3D drawings above structural
weight age in protection and conservation;
assesement of the monument, conservation
strategy, including works of prioritization,
identifications of problgms and issues will
be undertaken in due course.

4

In addition to repairs to the structures, it is
also important to develop surrounding area
with landscaping and have facilities for
tourists [particularly toilets, vehicle parking
and foodJ, so that they come in more
numbers and thus may add to revenue.

E/Office letters 20!5-L7 /
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The surrounding some area of the
monument had been landscaped and
garden lay down and regular maintenance
is being carried out.
Exr 1. Harnahalli, Channakeshava temple.
2. Kittur fort area.
3. Srirangapatna fort area.
4, Sri Siddeshwara temple at
Mulagunda tq, Gadag District.
5. Government Museum fHeritage

.,

.:i

A
gurtdi.gJ Bengaluru, Kalaburagi,
Mangaluru, Srirangapatna, Yalandur'
6. Varadaraja temPle at Hangala,

Gundlupete taluk, Mysuru District'

5

locar
Community involvement should receive Steps will be taken to involve
of the
adequate consideration at every stage of communities in Protection

planning, execution, supervision
6

and

monument and sites.

protection of monuments and sites.
Efforts should be made by KAD to do detail

protection and conservation and

maintenance ensuring convergence with This point
other programmes, more importantly, possible.

departments involved

7

will be followed wherever

in roads and

connectivity development so as to ensure
easy access to visitors and tourists.
KAD should work with Departments of

Tourism, DC, RTO, SP, PWD, ZP, KSRTC, etc. Yes. It will
to promote visits bY tourists to Departments.

be taken uP with

other

Archaeological monuments and sites.
8

Archaeological Tourism Board
district.
9

District Tourism will be asked to consloer
each connotation and promotion of Archaeology
sites an ultimately this will lead to Tourism

KAD should contemplate having an

in

The Karnataka Ancient and

Historical
Monuments and Archaeological Sites and
Remains Act 1961 may be suitably amended
so that offences related to damaging an
archaeological site/monument, its
encroachment and theft of antiques has a
more deterrent punishment than presently
available in law.
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Action will be initiated.

RECOMMENDATION REQUIRED IN CHANGE IN POLICY
Sl No

Recommendation

Action Taken

t

Seeing the importance of safeguarding the

The Department has been already involved

heritage and

in the better interest

of

protecting the Monuments, KAD can explore

an option of going for PPP mode

in the

Public, Private, Partnership (PPP)

mode,

through

of Dharmothana Trust which

Dharmasthala

is the

main

partner. Private persons, Firms and
foundations are also engaged in such

understanding.

ventures.
2

Maintenance and protection

of sites and As far as maintenance and protection of

monuments should not be responsibility of monuments is concerned the department is

I(AD only. Instead, a group of concerned

already working with the assistance of the

departments like PWD, Transport, Tourism

Department

and others may also be involved with KAD
taking the lead.

of Tourism, Government of
Karnataka. The involvement of other
Departments will be looked into as and
when it is feasible.
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